Playing a hard and fast game, Technology's hockey team won their first victory of the season Monday night, defeating Norwich, 5-0. Norwich did not appreciate a vast improvement over their other two games, their passing being especially weak. Some of their players were playing on poor ice. Norwich showed little in the way of offensive hockey seldom getting past the Engineers' defense. The Varsity made one goal in the first period, three in the second, and six in the third. The first score was after nine minutes of play when Captain White and Crosby carried the puck down the left side and wound up scoring on a shot from the wing, Crosby making the goal after receiving a pass from White.

Play Best In Second Period

The second period opened with a bang, the Technology men making a spectacular break-on-net and scoring after 20 seconds of play, making the goal on a short shot from Conlin. The team showed the same enthusiasm in the second period, as Norwich was held on defense for the entire period. After nineteen minutes of play in this period Crosby went through two Norwich defenders and scored. He then had and shot one through for another goal in the last two minutes. Fred made a beautiful shot from center to right, making the goal on a pass from White, and the second period ended with the Engineers leading six to zero.

Three o'clock on Friday afternoon.

The exception to the general rule is Monday night, when a contest to be held among the undergraduates will be delivered in Room 10-250 at three o'clock on Friday afternoon. Anybody who is interested in aviation may hear talks on the work of the various organizations in the United States, including the rooms in which the various examinations will take place will be distributed from the Information Office, Room 10-100, after the Christmas Vacation.